
Some Biographical Sketches of Dissident
Advocates of Inclusive Language Design during
the First Several Years of the Showa Period (the

late 1920s and early 1930s)

Like many other countries, Japan signed an "Anti. War T\. eaty"

known as the Kenogg. Briand Pact in the West. After the First

World War, and before the Second, there was a strong movement to

make war illegal under international law. There was also a

movement to use Esperanto as an international language, and

many ESPer antists dreamed of contributing to world peace by

promoting the use of this neutral, simplified, artificial language for

communication between people of different countries. The

following notes provide in English difficult-to-find

information about some key figures in the Esperanto movement as

well as the Romanization movement, with an emphasis on those

who were associated with dissident politics and suffered

government persecution, especially in the 1930s.

INotes andDrScussrbnI

Joseph Essertier

I. The anti. war T!I, eaty and Japan
Japan signed the "Anti. war Tteaty" (fusen j6yaku) on August 27,1928. It

was often referred to this way, as the "Anti. war T\. eaty" in English I but it

is usually known as the "Kenogg. Brian Pact" in the West. Its official name

is the "General Tieaty for the Renunciation of War. as an Instrument of

National Policy. " For the purposes of the below discussion, I refer to it as the

"Anti. war T\. eaty. "

According to Article I of the Anti. war fleaty, 15 nations "solemnly"

some
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declared "in the names of their respective peoples that they condemn

recourse to war for the solution of international controversies, and renounce

it as an instrument of national policy in their relations with one another. "2

The Anti. war T\, eaty "enjoyed wide support from the intellectual community

and the public" in the United States, Germany, and other countries. 3

Japan also signed the T\. eaty, setting aside the problem of the racist

Immigration Act of 1924 that banned Japanese from jinmigrating to the

United States. "World discussion of the project and Mr. Kenogg's elucidation

of points which at first seemed questionable have strongly influenced

Japanese opinion and there is no doubt that the Government, the Privy

Council, the Legislature and the public will accept the compact with full

responsibility and will then watch with considerable interest its effect on

armament programs, " according to an article in the New 16/1k' 717nes on 27

June 1928 entitled "Anti. war Tteaty Submitted to Japan. "4

Nevertheless, Japan's "special position" required its government to add

one caveat limiting the extent to which Japan could fully implement the

T\. eaty. Privy Councillor Uchida K6sai, who represented Japan, was

instructed to explain to the United States and others that Japan's "special

position in Manchuria" meant that "Manchuria is Japan's outer

rampart. . .We have not the least intention of making Manchuria into a

protectorate or committing territorial aggression against it. " But since the

"Kuomintang government. . .has levied taxes, stirred up strikes against

foreigners. .. and taken many extreme actions similar to those of the

communists, the imperial government cannot ignore the intrusion in the

Three Eastern Provinces of the southern forces who have such tendencies. "5

Three years after the Anti. war T\. eaty was signed, Japan invaded

Manchuria. Other acts of aggression committed by signatories to the Treaty

ultimately led to the Second World War. Such aggression broke the great

momentum toward the cause of world peace that had been built up by 1929,
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the year that Us Secretary of State Frank Kellogg received the Nobel Peace

Prize for his work in bringing the dream of the Anti. war T'reaty to fruition.

In the case of Japan, there was another special problem, in addition to its

government's conclusion that violence in Manchuria was unavoidable. This

was the fact that Article I of the Anti. war T\, eaty states that the signatories

pledged "in the names of their respective peoples that they condemn

recourse to war for the solution of international controversies. and renounce

it as an instrument of national policy in their relations with one another. "6

In other words, it "assumed the principle of popular rather than

monarchical sovereignty and was therefore inconsistent with the kokutar;"

in the words of Herbert Bix. Popular sovereignty could not be given official

recognition because it conflicted with the idea that the tenn6 (or "emperor")

was sovereign.

Kokutar' was a highly charged ideological notion that assumed that the

emperor was sovereign in Japan, so it was difficult to harmonize kokutar

with principles of democracy. Bix explains kokutar'in the following way:

Centered on the imperial house, kokutar'meant the best

possible principles of Japanese state and society. As

dissatisfaction with society deepened, the belief spread

that reform could be achieved by utilizing the emperor's

authority. In this context, a new, spiritually driven, and

powerful nationalism called the 'imperial way, ' k6d6; arose

and spread widely. The 'imperial way' was a motivating

political theology sprung from the idea of the emperor as

the literally living embodiment of Japan past and present,

a paradigm of moral excellence all should follow. The term

denoted a kind of ideological warfare but also, on the other

hand, an action plan. It was designed to make Japan free

of all externalIy derived isms, such as Western democracy,

liberalism, individualism, and communism. Free to be
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itself only, the nation would regain seff. esteem and be able

to wage a 'holy' war of ideas against Western political

doctrines. 7

In order to be in accord with the new dominant ideology of kokutaz; the

Anti. War TYeaty should have been signed in the name of the emperor, but

instead it was signed in the name of the people of Japan. Hirohito himself

interpreted the Tt, eaty in such a way that Japan still held the right to resort

to armed force when necessary to protect its "rights" in Manchuria. 8 Bix

explains that the debate in the Diet "highlighted the elites' unanimity in

denying any popular agency in the making of foreign policy. "'

2. Inclusive Language Design in Japan
Even in this nationalistic context, during the first several years of

Hitohito's reign, the Japanese movement for inclusive language design

gained supporters. No doubt the Anti. war T\. eaty was but one example of

how the dream of ending war as institution and as habit was dear to

millions of people. Despite the oppression during the dark 1930s, some

people continued the struggle. Many of their names appear in the list below;

many viewed the struggle for democracy as intimately tied up with the

struggle for peace. Japan was no exception to the global aspirations of the

millions. An argument will not be built here, but it is possible that Japanese

maintained a strong anti. war consciousness, even during the Fifteen Years

War, when the violence of the State was liberally applied for the purpose of

quelling dissent, especially opposition to the War. Such Japanese resistance

to war, in spite of government oppression, may even explain the fact that

movements for democracy and peace were strong in the 1960s and 1970s,

symbolically marked by the Anpo riots of May and June 1960.10

"Indusiveness" here, in terms of the design of writing, connotes a state of

affairs in which as many people as possible are enabled to participate in
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society and government. This was one of the core aims of the Romanization

and Esperanto movements in the 1930s, and coining up with a preliminary

list of some of the primary agents of those two "inclusive design" movements

is the main purpose of providing the biographical sketches below.

As Japan and China both relied primarily on Chinese characters for their

script, both countries were faced with the problem of how to improve

literacy levels and modernize. A missionary at Hsing. hua in Fukien

Province once wrote, " China has a government of the liter atI, for the

literati, and by the literatI. "11 And Tao Xingzhi (!;air;:U 1891.1946) a

renowned educator, once expressed the hope that China's Romanization

movement would make possible "a real education of the mass, by the mass,
and for the mass. "12

Many are not aware or sometimes forget that the Roman alphabet is one

of the most inclusive scripts ever in use, with a long history of facilitating

literacy. According to the 1958 UNESCO definition of literacy "A liter ate

person is one who can, with understanding, both read and write a short,

simple statement on his or her everyday life. "13 Under that definition, it

should be easy for SOCiolinguists and even casual observers to agree that

there were many people in the 1930s in both Japan and China who were not

fully liter ate. To say that they were not fully liter ate is to underline the way

in which they were excluded, in which they were not able to fully participate

in society. In a society where access to information is power, and where

some are fully liter ate but many are not, inequality results of

course-inequality in terms of access to wealth and power, and even in

terms of an ability to have some control over one's life. Groups that are

typically discriminated against. such as the disabled, the poor, women, and

people of color, generally include a disproportionate percentage of the

illiterate and semi. literate.

3. Biographical Notes
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The following biographical notes I provide as a way of assisting

researchers who are endeavoring to unCover the fascinating history of

inclusive language design in Japan and China. Most of these notes are not

well. organized, but it is hoped that by providing them in English, this will

contribute to historical research on these rarely-discussed, leading

language reformers, and that people will take more interest in this

intellectual history and appreciate its significance. There are surely many

information gaps and much work remains to be done before short,

high. quality bios on these historical figures is produced.

Much of the information, perhaps even half of it, is taken from Ian

Rapley's path. breaking dissertation 02. een Star Japan. ' Language and

internatzbnahbm rh the Japanese BSperanto Movement, 1905.1944 (Oxford

University, 2014), which is an "exploration of ideas of popular

internationalism, transnationalism, and cosmopolitanism. " 14 For more

information about the ESPer antists listed below, please refer to his work.

Akita Ujaku (1883.1962): A playwright, novelist, children's literature

scholar, and activist born in Aomori Prefecture. He heard speeches by

K6toku Shitsui and Sakai To shihiko while he was a student at Waseda

University (from which he graduated in 1907). At one point he had lost all

hope in life and had turned to nihilism, but his life was turned around by a

chance encounter with the blind anarchist and ESPer antist Vasili

Yakovlevich Eroshenk0 (1890.1952) in a cemetery. Akita believed that

Japan's Esperanto movement contained strong progressive tendencies that

were unique in the world. 15

Chifu To shi0 (1881.1944): The most vocal supporter of Esperanto

neutralism. He had been a student at OSugi Sakae's school. 16

Fukuta Kunitar6 (1886.1940): An ESPerantist and anarchist who helped

many anarchists financially. He was very active as an ESPer antist around
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the time of the founding of SAT. 17 He published a journal in Esperanto

entitled 1.2;z, da UtopJb (1920.23). He established an Esperanto organization
in Osaka.

Hasegawa Teru (19/9.47): An ESPer antist from Yamanashi. She learned

about Esperanto from her sister in 1931 and was studying it by 1932. In

that year, she was harassed by the police. Many students who were involved

in leftwing activities were also arrested in this period. 18 She received

instruction from Nakagaki Kofir6 (1894.1971) in connection with a rough

draft of a translation of Kobayashi Takiji's Kanz'k6sen, which influenced her.

She married a Chinese man and opposed the War. by broadcasting her

opinions on the radio in Shanghai. She translated Ishikawa Tatsuz6's

litJteiru heJ'tar' (Soldiers Alive, 1938), a novel about the Nanking Massacre
atrocities.

HITai Masa0 (1908.96): A researcher on Japanese. language pedagogy, a

scholar of Japanese language studies, and a researcher on education for the

disabled. He wrote a history of language issues in Japan entitled Kokugo

kokq/I mondar' no z. ekrbhr' (A History of the Problems of the National

Language and the National Orthography, 1948). He was arrested in June of

1939, several months after Hidekatsu was arrested, mainly for advocating

language reform, and underwent two years of penal servitude. Like

Hidekatsu, he was an advocate of Romanization.

Ichihara Umeki (19/1.91, flintti^:;;;:): A journalist with Kyt7shti' nipp6

He worked on the Esperanto movement in Kumamoto with Kat6 K6ichi. 19

He was arrested with Kat6 in September 1939.

Ikeda Ytisaku (1913-44, iru !HB^ {^): He opposed the War and wrote

proletarian literature. He received inspiration from the Tsukichi Theatre

while a student there. His father died when he was little. After he could no

longer rely on his mother financially, his education was discontinued. He
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wrote many articles for Sh6nar' nipp6 and other periodicals. On 15 March

1933, he was arrested for the 4th time on the anniversary of the death of

Kobayashi Takiji. The journal Sh6naz' no ham, that he had founded with

Hidekatsu, was discontinued. The police collected copies of the inaugural

issue. Copies of the 2nd issue may no longer exist anywhere. One copy of

the 3rd issue was miraculously discovered. In that issue, Ikeda's anger at

the assassination of Kobayashi Takiji is apparent in a story he wrote. He

wrote a play entitled "Aristocrats. " In February 1936 he returned to Tokyo

and worked to help re. establish the Japan Communist Party (JCP). He

contributed to Chit6 k6ron and other journals. On 25 June 1940 he was

arrested under the Peace Preservation Law of 1925 (0hrhn 4/7 h6 in

Japanese). 20 His wife was also arrested along with him. She was an

employee at Kiriokuniya Bookstore. She died in August 1945 right after

the War. ended, from tuberculosis that she contracted during her

interrogation.

Ishiga OSamu (1910.94, :f:'33/12;): A writer and translator in Japan. He

was both an ESPer antist and an advocate of Romanization like Hidekatsu. 21

He was still active as an ESPer antist in 1942, long after proletarian

Esperanto had died out. His name appears at the very beginning of the

September 1939 issue of Ibkk6 gepp6 (!I*1:11J^ *a, a secret police internal

newsletter about investigations of thought criminals) in a subsection on the
Romanization movement in the "Communist Movement Conditions" section.

Ishiguro Yoshimi (1899.1980, :Ei'^{^): A noted ESPerantist. Graduated

from Aichi Danchi Shihan in Nagoya. His real name was Yoshiharu. Joshi

Ishiguro was a pen name of his. He was a scholar of Japanese Language

education (kokugo ky6rku 88kusha), like Hirai Masao. He was in the

Education and Information section of GHQ (MacArthur's General

Headquarters in Japan) and was a member of the Kana Moil Kai (the

Society for the Adoption of the Kana). He contributed to Hidekatsu's Mqii to

gengo (Letters and Language) journal.
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It6 Sanur6 (1902.69, IP'^E^By He was arrested with Ichihara Umeki

and Kat6 K6ichi in September 1939 in the "PUTO BSU Incident" (pm. o esu

^keri, an abbreviation for "proletarian Esperanto incident" ). His nickname

was "Petro. " He was a leader of a peasants' movement, an activist in the

proletarian Esperanto movement, and a poet who wrote in the Esperanto

language. He wrote about the education of children, like Hirai Masao. He

was almost selected as a central member of the Japan Communist Party. He

was arrested in 1932, 1939, and 1940. After the war, he worked to build

some kind of peasant resistance organization in Kumamoto. He died from

malnutrition and pneumonia in a hospital. It is thought that his arrest had

nothing to do with that of Hidekatsu.

JEA: Japana ESPer antista ASOcio, established in 1910 (?). It was

replaced by the Japana Esperanto. Instituto (JEl) in 19/9 or 1920. They

published the magazine Japana BSperanti^;to.

JET: Japana Esperanto. Instituto, the successor to the JEA

Kat6 K6ichi (1909.82, Jini;;:;;;:-): An ESPer antist from Kumamoto. He

graduated from a commercial school in Kumamoto. He worked for the

Kumamoto Electric Company (Kumamoto Denkr). He lost his job in 1950

during the "red purge. " He was arrested with Ichihara Umeki and It6

Saburo in September 1939 as part of the "PUTO Esu Incident" mentioned

above. Released in April of 1940, he went to China, where he helped produce

a Japanese. Esperanto dictionary.

Kat6 Takamichi (1910.2001, trill;^I^ii^): From Mie Prefecture, he was a

student at Nagoya University for a time. He contributed to a China. Japan

friendship organization and worked with antiwar groups. He was arrested

after sending Hidekatsu a magazine. 22
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Kawaii Eijir0 (1891.1944): An anti. Marxist, pro. state liberal.

promoted individualism and had few supporters.

Kobayashi Tsukasa (1929.2010, 11* 4, <15'l ): His other names include

Asahiga Nohoru ( ^ !b ^ 5:1- ). ESPer antist, psychiatrist, author, and

translator, he was one of the main researchers who took an interest in

Hidekatsu's life and thought in the decades after the War. He was a

co. author of 20 sezkr' to wa nan datta no ka, Marukusu, Fur. uoz'to,

Zamenhofu (What was the 20th century about? Marx, Freud, and Zamenhof,

T20I^%, I: it{^I'D 7.00*" 71, ^*' I. 7 .I I* . ,}'/ 771< 7J , Asahi Sensho,

1992).

Kokubun Ichitar6 (1911.1985, I^5^ -;!<!^P: An educator and writer of

children's fiction. He wrote two fictional accounts of Hidekatsu's life for

children: "Otori nojisho" and "Koebi shaku. " "Otori no jisho" has

been translated into Esperanto. He named his son after the protagonist of

"Otori no jisho. " The story is categorized as a sh6nen shosetsu (a story for

children). Kokubun grew up in Yamagata Prefecture, the same prefecture in

Northeastern Japan as Hidekatsu. During the war, he was forced to do

penal servitude in accordance with the Public Security Preservation Law of

1925. He did research on how to teach the Japanese language to Japanese

children and wrote about the pedagogy of composition. He was born in 1911

in Kitamurayama. gun, Yamagata Prefecture. After elementary school he

attended the Yamagata Shiban Gakk6 and graduated in 1930. It was there

that he started writing tanka poems. Taught at an elementary school in

Kitamurayama. Contributed articles to the magazine Tsuzurikata seikatsu

(i$^ 0 75'^EiiE') and wrote a children's story while serving as a short. term

active officer in the military. Wrote "Our Constitution" ( 11:2takushr' tachz' no

kerip6 f bit < Un:I;, Digit!:J ) with a famous legal scholarin 1955. He came

to know Murayama To shitar6 while working as a teacher in Yamagata.

He

Koppu: Another name for KOPF
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Kultur. Organizoj Japanaj, Nthon Furoz, etarr}z Bunka Benmer' in Japanese,

El;*:/. Pi;;' U 7:3C{I'll^;jig. ), an umbrella organization that contained a

range of subgroups for each of the arts, including the newly formed PEU.

Kuroita Katsumi (1874.1946): A historian and the key figure behind the

building of the early Esperanto organizations in Japan. Founder and leader

of the old JEA. He wrote a nationalistic essay in which he discussed the

notion of the kotodama (an essential1st notion sometimes translated as "the

spirit of words" or the "spirit of things, " even sometimes conceived of as the

ability of words to make things happen)in 19/5.

Liu Shitu (1884 -19/5, 3:1^in^, Sth): The anarchist who spearheaded

the establishment of La 1,660 de Ia Popu/0 (The Voice of the People), the

leading journal of Chinese anarchism in the 1910s

LU Xun (1881.1936, $9- ;E^): LU Xun hardly needs an introduction, but

besides having a huge impact as a novelist, translator, and intellectual in

China, he was also one of the earliest and most committed advocates of

Romanization of Chinese.

Miki Kiyoshi (1897 -1945): A philosopher who had a major impact on

Japanese intellectuals in the postwar period. Miki Kiyoshi's arrest was

caused by the arrest of Takakura Teru. Takakura sought for and received

shelter from myOShi when he was temporarily released by the police after

he was charged under the Peace Preservation Law. Kiyoshi was taken into

custody because he was guilty of "harboring" a criminal

Miyamoto Masa0 (19/3. ?): ESPer antist. Born in Wakayama. Graduated

from elementary school. Got involved in the labor movement and youth

movement. Experienced losing the war in Okinawa. After the war he

participated in the Esperanto movement. He is the author of La In orta

sur'to .' 00sugz' 88kae, analikr7sto. OSperantrt;to. 23



Mukai Takashi (1920.2003, iru;*,;\^): A poet and leading anarchist.

Murayama To shitar6 (1905-1948, *tLU1^;!<1^in: Murayama was a union

activist for school teachers, and a teacher in Yamagata. He knew Kokubunji

Ichitar6 from the Yamagata Shihan Gakk6 from where he graduated. Was

arrested for his participation in a labor union. Worked on sex education in

Northeastern Japan. His second arrest was in connection with the

"Seikatsu Tuzurikata Jiken" in 1940. Serkatsu tsuzurrkata has been

translated as the "Japanese auto. biographical method' of teaching writing.

It ISIwas a "progressive form of journahng that provokes students to

'objectiveIy' observe the reality surrounding them in terms of their own

senses without any intervention of anyone else's authority, " by writing

essays that reflect "on their social situation. "24 After the war he joined the

JCP and became a leader in the Japan Teachers Union (Nihon Ky6shokurh

Kumrt, z' 13 ;*:^!!Ian^.*E. i;;'), that is usually abbreviated as "Nikky6so" ( a ^f:

*E. ). This is a militant teacher's union with a long history in Japan that is

revered by many for up holding democracy. 25

Nakatsuka Kichiji: He became sick due to mistreatment in prison just

like Hidekatsu. 26 A leader of the Kobe branch of the FED.

Osaka Kenji(1888.1969, ,I**!;:;^.): AJapan Railways (JR) section chief

who was an ESPer antist. He was the "leading force behind the creation of

the JET. " He was a supporter of liberal democracy. Although an ESPer antist,

he did not oppose Japan's linguistic imperialism in its colonies.

OShima Yoshi0 (1905.1992): He also went by the name Takagi Hitoshi.
Born in Tokyo. Graduated from the department of political science at

Waseda University. 27 Did research on materialist linguistics and

introduced Soviet linguistics to Japan. Struggled for democracy with

Takakura Teru in the postwar period. Joined JET in 1924, a few years before
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Hidekatsu, and contributed to JEl. He was on a committee of the PEU

(Japana Prolet'ESPerantista Unio). Joined the JCP in 1947.

OSugi Sakae (1885.1923): One of the most best. known Japanese who
both encouraged the spread of Esperanto and promoted anarchism. In the

chaos of the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923 when 6,000 Koreans were

massacred, he was assassinated by Lieutenant Am akasu Masahiko in the

Am akasu Incident 01makasuJiken) in September 1923. '8 Along with OSugi
Sakae, Lieutenant Am akasu murdered the feminist It6 Noe (1895.1923)

and OSugi's six. year. old nephew. At one time, It6 Noe had been the

editor. in. chief of the most important feminist magazines in Japan, Serf6 (in

$^;, or Bluestocking). Under her leadership, the magazine covered difficult

topics such as abortion, prostitution, free love, and motherhood. OSugi

wrote an entertaining autobiography that has been translated into English:

The Autobrbgz, aphy of OSugr' Sakae, Byron K. Marshall trans. (University of
California Press, 1992)

QU Qiubai (1899-1935, lei{:k 1:3, KU Shtihaku in Japanese pronunciation)

was a leader of the Communist Party of China in the late 1920s, a theorist

of the arts, and an advocate of Romanizing Chinese.

PEU or JPEU (Japana Prolet. ESPerantista Unio. a ;!;:ID I-,:*' U 7r ><

A: 7 ? a' 7< I* Iai 811 , Nihon puroretatr}? esuperanchi:3to d6mer): All

Esperanto organization that published the journal Kamuraado (;b ? ;7 -
Is)

Salt6 Hidekatsu (1908.40, I";'^;35'-): A central figure in proletarian

Esperanto and the Romanization movement. His other names include

Kitajima Sabur6 (it!;;iERrs), Nozawa Airan (9}i^;j;::Ian), and Shimaumi
Nohoru (, elfi^;I-).

Salt6 Shorny6 (715i;^3^'I!,'): Hidekatsu's father.
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Saneto Keishti. (1896.1985, :^18; it^:3^): A Japanese Sinologist. His

name often appears in hiragana rather than in Chinese characters ( ;;S 2'3 I:

5 it\ \ Uni 5 ). He wrote a short piece on Hidekatsu entitled "Chtigoku no

tomo Sait6 Hidekatsu" (Salt6 Hidekatsu, a Friend of China), Dartzn 12:3

(1966), p. 1.6. (The titlein the original Japaneseis I^, I^10^i:^iR;35-I and

the journal title is T?<I^aJ ).

SAT: Sennacieca ASOcio Tutmonda ('World Non. National Association').

Takakura Teru (1891.1986, lei;$1'nip): ESPer antist, language researcher,

playwright, novelist, and political activist, he advocated rationalizing the

National Language and National Script (i. e. , the Japanese language).

Studied English literature at Kyoto University. Often wrote his name in

katakana. Contributed to Hidekatsu's Mq/i to gengo, an academic journal

focusing on sociolinguistics and other topics. Takakura was influenced by

the Russian Revolution. Had his beginnings in the idealist Shitakaba school

of literature. Moved to Nagano in 1922. Was involved in the peasant

cultural movement in the second half of the 1920s and wrote a novella

entitled "Peasant Song" in 1929. When he was arrested in 1933 he

committed political apostasy (tenkt^. Thereafter he was prohibited from

entering Nagano Prefecture. In 1936 he wrote about the literature of the

people in Japan ( T a 145:^15;;^C!^;:co^t;^:J ) and the rationalization of the

national language and national script, including the Romanization

movement. Was involved in the "Revolutionary Romanization Movement

Incident" (:I^;:If^,'i . - ?I:^:iai!$i^{^, presumably the incident in which

Hidekatsu and other Romanization advocates were arrested for thought

crimes). On 19 October 1938 he gave a lecture entitled "Esperanto and the

Language(s) of Japan" ( I=EXA:'7 >.' } I: = y 71<7^;;J ). He was arrested in

connection with the "Richard Sorge incident. " (Sorge, a German journalist,

was arrested on suspicion of espionage on 18 October 1941. He was in love

with a Japanese woman). One of Takakura's arrests in turn led to the arrest



of Miki Kiyoshi 0897.1945), the philosopher, because he sought help from

Miki when attempting to escape from the police. In 1945 Takakura joined

the JCP and in 1946 won a seat in the national Diet as an assemblyman

from Nagano Prefecture. In 1947 he set up the IFfinshushugz' kagakusha

ky6kar' gengogaku bukar' (The Linguistics Division of the Organization of

Democracy Scientists, nit;:^, 55^if;Init^;^5'133^;=';E*;;,;*;;K^) along with OShima

Yoshio. He won again in another election in 1950, but he was purged. Was a

member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Japan from

1950 to 1951. Enlightened people about the need to rationalize the written

language of Japan and the connections between politics and literature.

Takaragi Yutaka (19/7.43, I;i=71<1/1:, penname Pioniro): Like Hidekatsu,

he was an advocate of "proletarian Esperanto" who became sick in prison

due to his mistreatment. While Hidekatsu was released from prison shortly

before his death, Takaragi died in prison at the age of 26, even younger than

Hidekatsu. 29 After he was arrested in December 1936. he was tortured to

such an extent that, in critical condition, he was released on parole. In 1940

he was once more arrested and again fell into a critical condition. The

singer'sorigwriter and ESPerantist Noda Junk0 (9}IBi^\.) wrote a song

entitled "Overcoming Time" 04f ;^:'il^: ;^:. t) about him.

Tamie: Hidekatsu's mother.

T6j6 Misa0 (1884.1966, ^;:^:i;;!): A scholar of Japanese language studies

who contributed article(s) to Hidekatsu's IPI^^ to gengojournal.

UEA, Universala Esperanto ASOcio, based in Geneva.

Yamaga Tani (1892.1970): An ESPerantist, anarchist, and print worker

whose mentors were Kuroita Katsumi and OSugi Sakae. He helped OSugi

and Liu Shitu establish the anarchist journal La 1,660 de 18 Popu/0 (I;;;^') in

Chinese, in Shanghai. 30 In 1929 he co. published La ariarkristo. At the
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1960.61 War Resisters International Conference he gave a speech as a

representative of Japan

Ye Laishi (19/1.94, $is iai^, Y6 Raishiin Japanese, penname Jelezo): An

ESPer antist, linguist, and advocate of the Romanization of Chinese. 31 In

1929 he came to Japan as an eXchange student. With the Manchurian

Incident, he quit school and returned to China. He became the editor of the

Esperanto magazine La mondo and accepted a paper for that magazine

written by Hasegawa Teru. He also participated in Hidekatsu's

Romanization movement and wrote an article for Hidekatsu's journal

LatJhr;g'0. He supported Hasegawa Teru's resistance in Shanghai to the War

He praised Hasegawa Teru, Hidekatsu, and other Japanese for their

resistance to the Second Sino. Japanese War.

Yui Chti. noshin (1894 - 1967, I^ ^blie* Zi^): A patent attorney and

pacifist who worked for Nagoya Central Broadcasting (4:^I^'i^:rt. 9<n;:i?^!^I)

and started a "Nagoya Esperanto Society" (Nagoya Esperanto Kan) in

1932.32 He met Ye Laishi and other ESPer antists when he visited China as

a member of the Aichi Prefecture Peace Preservation Committee (Archz'. keri

berrya y6go JibkaJ) in 1956. He self. jinmolated on 11 November 1967

(Al, mistice Day) near the Japanese Prime Minister's Official Residence to

protest Prime Minister Bisuke Sato's support for U. S. bombing in North

Vietnam. 33 700 people participated in the memorial service after his death.

He was awarded with a friendship medal from the government of Vietnam

and there is a portrait of him on display in the War History Museum in

Hanoi. He was the second ESPer antist to commit suicide as a political

protest after Nice Herz (1882-1965). 34 Both were meant as protests against

the Vietnam War. Herz was the first Esperanto activist in the United States

known to have jinmolated.
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